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1 Preface 
 

The documentation of AG-VIP SQL consists of three parts. This handbook for 

macros describes macro programming and the object module of AG-VIP SQL. 

With this the work steps in AG-VIP SQL can be automated or AG-VIP SQL can 

be controlled remotely. 

The basis for macro programming is VBScript. Visual Basic Script is a Microsoft 

programming language which is based on Visual Basic in set-up and structure. You 

need a basic understanding of programming for this handbook. It is also important 

that you already know the essential functionality and operational steps of AG-VIP 

SQL. 

Additionally, you will find a Microsoft VBScript glossary on the AG-VIP SQL 

license CD in which the most important functions of VBScript are documented. 

The focus of this handbook is on the description of the object module of AG-VIP 

SQL as well as the AG-VIP SQL-specific extension of VBScript and the use of 

macros.  

Grutzeck-Software GmbH does not give any support for self-developed macros in 

the scope of the maintenance agreement! 
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3 License Agreement 

This agreement constitutes a legally binding software license agreement 

between you (either an individual or a single entity) (“user”) and the company 

Grutzeck-Software GmbH, Hessen-Homburg-Platz 2, 63452 Hanau, Germany 

(“licenser”). 

By opening the sealed packing of the software and/or using the software you 

are consenting to be bound by this agreement. If you do not agree to this 

software license agreement, send back the sealed software package and all 

product parts to the licenser against full refund of the purchase price.  

The software, the data carrier, the manual and all documentations as well as 

copies or parts hereof and all symbols are products of the licenser and produced 

under the licenser‟s license. The licenser retains all right, title and interest in 

and to the software, including all copyrights and other intellectual property. 

 

§ 1 Subject of the agreement 

(1) The licenser grants to the user a non-exclusive, non-temporary right 

to use the software, provided that the user complies with all terms and 

conditions of this agreement. 

(2) The programs are put at the user‟s disposal on machine readable data 

carriers on which they are recorded as executable object programs. Furthermore, 

the user receives documentations as a PDF-file or as printed manual. Programs 

and documentation are referred to as „license material“ in the following.  

(3) The licenser is not obliged to deliver update versions of the license 

material during the life of this agreement. To buy an update version the user 

needs to conclude a separate agreement with the licenser.   
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§ 2  License grant 

(1) This agreement permits the user to install and use the programs on 

computers up to the number of computers owned or leased by the user for 

which the user has paid a license fee. By purchasing a license, the user is 

entitled to install and use the software on a data processing unit with a 

processor (workstation or notebook). The user must ensure that the software is 

not installed and used on multiple workstations or notebooks, if the user does 

not own said data processing units. The user must ensure that only one of the 

installed software versions is used at a time. 

(2) The software is „in use“ under the regulations of this agreement if it 

is loaded into the temporary memory (RAM), or installed into the permanent 

memory (hard-drive, CD-ROM or other storage device), displayed, run, 

transferred or stored for use or processing of the data included in the data 

processing unit. In devices connected with said data processing unit (input and 

output devices), the right for use is limited to storage and display. Performing 

said actions for the purpose of monitoring, examining or testing the software is 

also defined as "use". The same applies to the documentation. 

(3) Written and printed license material may only be copied with written 

consent of the licenser. Additional copies of the written and printed license 

material can be purchased from the licenser (subject to charge). 

(4) The user can make one copy of the software solely for backup and 

archival purposes. 

(5) The user has the right to link the software to other programs.  The 

documentation includes a description of the interfaces provided for this. The 

user may modify the programs solely to correct faults in the scope of the 

intended use of these programs. See § 9. Decompiling of the program code into 

any other form is prohibited.  Exempted hereof is a transformation of the code 

in parts solely for creating an interoperability of an independently created 

program with the purchased program or any other program subject to the 

restrictions mentioned under § 69e UrhG (Urheberrechtsgesetz, German 

Copyright Act). 
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§ 3 Transfers 

(1) The user has the right to transfer the license material in its original 

state and together with a copy of this agreement to a subsequent user.  This 

right does not include any transfer of copies or partial copies of the license 

material and does not include a transfer of modified or processed versions or 

copies or partial copies of such versions.  

(2) By transferring the license material, the right to use the software 

according to   § 1 is transferred to the subsequent user, who is then legally 

bound by this agreement. Your right to use the software and all other rights 

hereunder (§ 1) shall expire. The licenser has to be informed immediately in 

writing of the name and full address of such subsequent user. 

(3) When transferring the software, the user has to delete all copies and 

partial copies of the license material as well as modified and processed versions 

and copies and partial copies hereof immediately and completely or to destroy 

above mentioned material in any other way. The same applies to the backup 

copy/copies. 

(4) Para. (1) to (3) also apply to any temporary transfer.  It is prohibited 

to hire out the software or any part thereof to any third party for commercial 

purposes. 

 

§ 4 Transfer by subsequent users    

For transfer of the license material of the user to any subsequent user, this 

subsequent user takes the place of the proceeding user. § 3 applies here as well. 

 

§ 5  Protection of the license material  

(1) Notwithstanding the using rights stated under §§ 1 and 2, the licenser 

retains all rights to the license material including all copies and partial copies of 

this material. The user‟s ownership of the machine readable data carriers, 

storage devices and data processing devices is not affected by this. 
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(2) The user is obliged to retain the protective notes, copyright notes and 

any other legal notes included in the license material and to transfer them 

unmodified to any copies or partial copies created by the user. 

(3) The user shall keep an account of any copies or partial copies of 

license material made under this agreement and to keep the account in a safe 

place and to disclose such information to the licenser on request. 

(4) The user shall not make the license material accessible to a third 

party without the written consent of the licenser, neither in original form nor in 

complete or partial copies.  

(5) Before destroying, selling or otherwise transferring machine readable 

data carriers, storage devices or data processing devices, the user shall 

completely delete the stored license material on these devices.  

 

§ 6 Delivery 

(1) The user receives a delivery copy of the programs on a machine 

readable data carrier (CD) and, with purchasing a license, a copy of the 

documentation. When purchasing five licenses, the user receives three copies of 

the documentation.  The licenser delivers further copies of the documentation 

on request and for an extra refund.  

(2) If the user loses the included machine readable data carrier or if the 

data carrier with the license material is damaged during the transport or after 

delivery on the user‟s premises, the licenser may charge Euro 25 as extra 

expenses. 

(3) Updates and additions of the license material are offered for 

purchase to the registered user when available. The registered user is not 

entitled to receive any updates or additions of the license material free of 

charge.  
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§ 7 Test version and test period 

The user may test the license material as a test version free of charge during a 

period of 30 days.  

(2) The user either has the possibility to download the material as a test 

version from the internet (from the licenser‟s website) or he receives a test 

version of the license material on a special CD.  

(3) The test period starts with the download of the test version from the 

internet respectively with the dispatch of the license material by the licenser 

and ends at the same day of the following month. 

(4) During the test period, the user tests whether the license material 

meets his requirements. If this is not the case, he can terminate the license for 

the tested program without notice. If he does not terminate the license 

agreement within the test period, both parties assume that the program is 

generally suitable for the user‟s needs. The user receives the current full version 

as a CD which can be installed over the test version. 

(5) For a repeated licensing of the same program according to § 3 and 4 

the test period is granted only once. 

 

§ 8  Fees 

(1) The licensing fees are determined as one-time charge. For potential 

updates and additions of the license program, an additional fee is charged as 

one-time charge. 

(2) The fees are payable on delivery. Purchase tax (if applicable) is 

charged separately. 

 

§ 9  Warranty 

(1) Both parties agree that it is not possible to develop programs which 

are faultless for all applications. The licenser makes a complete documentation 

available for each of the offered programs (as a PDF file or in printed form) 

which informs about the intended use and the operating conditions of the 

program. 
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(2) For the license material in the version made available to the user, the 

licenser grants the use under this agreement according to the program 

documentation valid at the time of delivery according to § 9 para.1. This 

applies especially for warranted characteristics. In the case of aberrations of the 

functional description, the licenser has the right and (if this is not connected 

with extraordinary efforts or expenses) the obligation to rectify any defects. If 

the licenser is not able to rectify or bypass these extensive defects (aberrations 

of the descriptions) within an appropriate time period to allow the user an 

adequate utilization of the program under this agreement, the user has the right 

to demand a reduction of the license fee or to terminate the license of the 

program without notice. The obligation to rectify any defects ends with the 

termination of the period determined as duration of customer service in the 

appendix “Program Certificate”; at the earliest 12 months after termination of 

the test period  For claims for damages see § 12. 

(3) The user is obliged to make documents and proofs available to the 

licenser about the kind and appearances of aberrations of the functional 

description and to assist the licenser in the determination of defects. 

(4) The warranty does not cover any defects which appear due to 

aberration of the operational conditions intended for the program and defined in 

the functional description. 

 

§ 10  Customer service 

(1) For the six weeks after delivery of the license material the licenser 

offers telephone support for troubleshooting. Precondition for this is the use of 

the current version of the license material and the provision of the error 

questionnaire by the user according to the manual. You can also find help for 

troubleshooting on the website of the licenser. The customer service is subject 

to the regulations according to § 11 “Operating conditions”. 

(2) The user shall create the error documentation according to the 

information in the documentation. After receiving the error documentation, the 

licenser‟s customer support gives support via telephone (within the first six 

weeks after delivery of the license material), or sends information or 

documentation like details on troubleshooting or bypassing defects or amended 

program parts. From the seventh week on after delivery of the license material, 
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the licenser is at the disposal of the user in the scope of the customer service 

only per fax,     e-mail or internet.  

(3) If the deployment of the customer service is caused by an application 

error by the user or by similar circumstances caused by the user, the licenser 

can charge an hourly rate for his services.  

(4) The licenser performs program maintenance for an overall charge 

only after the conclusion of a separate maintenance agreement. 

(5) The material given to the user in the scope of the customer service 

becomes part of the license material according to § 1 and is, as such, subject to 

the conditions under this agreement. 

(6) Other services like employee training, adjustments of the program to 

the special conditions of the user or other programming services require the 

conclusion of a special agreement for this purpose. 

 

§ 11  Operating conditions 

(1) The license material given to the user was developed for the use on 

special data processing devices and coactions with other special programs.  

These operating conditions are described in the functional description. 

(2) When using the license material without compliance to the operating 

conditions according to para. (1),  the warranty obligation according to § 9 does 

not apply. In such a case, the licenser takes care to deliver appropriate customer 

service according to § 10.  The customer service is, in such cases, only 

provided for defects during the use of the license material which are detectable 

under the operating conditions stated in the functional description.  

 

§ 12  Limited warranty 

(1) Both parties under this agreement are liable (notwithstanding the 

cause in law) for damages caused by culpable breaches of substantial 

regulations under this agreement which may compromise the purpose of the 

contract. The liability is limited to contractual damages which could be 
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anticipated by both parties due to circumstances to their knowledge when the 

agreement was concluded. 

(2) The licenser is not liable for any commercial losses or lack of profit, 

business interruptions or any other consequential harm caused by a defect and 

claims of a third party except claims from infringements of copyrights of third 

parties. 

(3) The amount of damages according to para. (1) and para. (2) is 

limited to the amount of the one-time charge for the program which is object of 

the claim or which directly caused the damage. The charge (purchase tax, if 

applicable, excluded) is relevant for the entitlement for claims. 

(4) The licenser is only liable for the loss of data and their recovery 

according to para. (1) to (3) if such a loss was inevitable by appropriate data 

back up measures on the part of the user. 

(5) The limited warranty according to para. (1) to (4) also applies in 

favour of employees and appointees of the licenser. 

 

(6) The liabilities of the parties for damages caused by gross negligence 

or intent by members of the management or executives of the parties, as well as 

a potential liability of the licenser for missing warranted characteristics, for the 

infringement of copyrights of third parties or claims according to the product 

liability law remain unaffected. 

 

§ 13  Copyrights of third parties 

(1) The licenser shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend the user 

against any action brought against the user to the extent that such action is 

based on a claim based on the infringement of a copyright or trademark right of 

the license material used under this agreement in Germany. The licenser shall 

pay all costs imposed on the user by law and any claims provided that the user 

immediately informs the licenser of such claims in writing and the licenser 

reserves the right to any means of defence and settlement negotiations. 

(2) If claims are asserted against the user according to para. (1) or if 

such claims are expected, the licenser can modify or exchange the license 
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material at the licenser costs and in a reasonable extent.  If this is not possible 

or if the obtainment of a right of use is not possible, both parties can terminate 

the license for the respective program without notice. In this case, the licenser 

is liable to the user for the damage caused by this termination according to § 12.  

(3) The licenser has no liabilities, if the claims according to para. (1) are 

based on programs or data provided by the user or if the claims are based on a 

program and on data included therein which was not used in its original, 

unmodified  version delivered by the licenser and if it was not used according 

to the pre-determined operating conditions. 

 

§ 14  Termination, return or deletion of license material 

(1) This agreement may be terminated without notice by both parties for 

important reasons. This applies especially to infringements of regulations 

according to § 2 „License grant” and § 5 “Protection of the license material”. 

(2) Upon termination and independent of time and reason, the user is 

obliged to return the original and any copies and partial copies of the license 

material to the licenser. If the license material is stored on machine readable 

data carriers owned by the user, he must delete the data completely. 

 

§ 15 Limitation and supplements 

(1) Claims based on the infringement of regulations according to § 2 

“License grant” and § 5 “Protection of the license material” are subject to a 

limitation period of six years, all other claims under this agreement are subject 

to a limitation period of three years if shorter statutory limitation periods are 

not applicable. 

(2) Modifications or supplements of/to this agreement must be made in 

writing. 

(3) Additionally, the terms and conditions of the licenser acknowledged 

by the user are valid. 

(4) If any provision of this agreement is held invalid, the remainder of 

this agreement will continue in full force and effect. The invalid or 
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impracticable provision will be replaced by a ruling that is as close as possible 

in economic purpose to the invalid or impracticable provision in a legally 

effective and practicable form.  

(5) Place of jurisdiction for asserting a claim resulting from this 

agreement is the office of the licenser, Hanau, in Germany. This 

agreement shall be governed by German law excluding all warranties 

according to the UN convention. 

Your software team 

Grutzeck-Software GmbH 

Hessen-Homburg-Platz 1 

D - 63452 Hanau, Germany 

Fax        + 49 61 81 / 97 01 - 66  

Internet: http://www.grutzeck.de 

Email:     support@grutzeck.de 
 

4 Macro programming 

Purpose: 

Macros support your work in AG-VIP SQL. You can integrate other applications 

with macros. With the VB object module, AG-VIP SQL can be controlled and 

started remotely. 

You can also access AG-VIP SQL data bases from external applications. In this 

case, however, Grutzeck Software does not take over any responsibility for the 

correctness and integrity of information in the AG-VIP SQL data base.  

Event macros are executed in a certain situation, e.g. when an address set is opened. 

Macros can also be executed by clicking on a button. 

They are also used in tools. 

 
Note: 

Helpful links to information about VBScript: 

 http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms950396.aspx  

 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms950396.aspx
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4.1 Basics for VBScript 

Purpose: 

In the following you find some basics for the work with VBScript. 

VBScript is an interpretative language and is executed by the Windows scripting 

host (WSH.EXE). In the process, the code traverses two phases. In phase 1 the 

syntax check is carried out, which means revision of control structures and basic 

syntax. In the second phase the code is executed. Most runtime errors occur here. 

Windows scripting host is a line-orientated language. VBScript is not case 

sensitive. 

Wert 1 = wERT 2 

WERT 1 = wert2 

That means both lines have a functioning syntax. 

4.2 Basic language elements 

4.2.1 Remarks 

Purpose: 

Remarks are notes that you can add in any place in the codes you like. With these 

remarks you can document your code and describe what the macro does and why. 

It is recommended to always write a remark line in the header with information 

about what the macro does, who the author is and when the macro was written. 

Example: 

' Macro for checking required fields,  

' Author: Martin Richter, as at 24.03.2007 
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4.2.2 Statements 

Purpose: 

With the help of statements you can assign values to variables. 

Example: 

Wert1 = Wert2 * Wert3 

Value assignment for AG-VIP fields: Long form 

ActiveAddress.Fields.Item(„ShortName").Value _ 

      = "Test" 

Short form: 

ActiveAddress.Fields(„ShortName") = "Test" 

The following operands can be used: 

 Standard arithmetic: 

+    = Addition 

-     = Subtraction 

*     = Multiplication 

/      = Division 

^     = Exponent 

 /     = Whole-number division 

&   = Connecting values, e.g. for a string: Result = Name1 & Name2 

 Logical operations 

Not  

And  

Or    

Is      

 Comparing operands: 

=     = equal 

<>   = unequal 

<     = lesser 

>     = greater 
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<=  = lesser/equal 

>=  = greater/equal 

Or value assignment within an AG-VIP field. In this example, the values NAME1 

and NAMELAST are assigned to the field NAME, separated by a comma. 

ActiveAddress.Fields("ShortName") = _ 

ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") + ", " + _ 

ActiveAddress.Fields("NameLast") 

4.2.2.1 Special case object assignment 

Purpose: 

This allows access to an object. An object has properties and provides certain 

methods. 

Example: 

Dim Application 

Set Application = _ 

CreateObject("AGVIP.SQL.Application") 

First the variable Application is created with Dim. Then an AG-VIP SQL 

object is created with CreateObject. 

With GetObject you get access to the object. AG-VIP SQL includes an 

extensive object module: 

Object Description 

AGVIP.SQL.Application Access to the AG-VIP SQL object 

ActiveAdressSet Access to the active address set 

ActiveAddress Access to the currently loaded address 

ActiveForm Access to the currently opened form 

ActiveTicket Access to the active ticket in the Workflow 
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Example: 

In this VBScript example it is checked whether an address set is loaded or not and 

if a new address has been loaded. 

Set Application = _ 

      CreateObject("AGVIP.SQL.Application") 

Set ActiveAddressSet = _ 

      Application.ActiveAddressSet  

Set ActiveAddress = _ 

      Application.ActiveAddress 

 

If ActiveAddressSet Is Nothing Or _ 

      ActiveAddress Is Nothing Then 

 MsgBox "Adressentabelle öffnen" 

ElseIf Not ActiveAddress.Loaded Then 

 MsgBox "Adresse auswählen!" 

Else 

 Samples 

End If 

 

4.2.3 Method call 

Purpose: 

Starts a method to trigger a certain action. In contrast to a function, a method does 

not return a result – it does something. 

Example: 

Application.Activate 

Or: 

MsgBox "Eine Message Box!" 
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4.2.3.1 The Messagebox 

Purpose: 

The messagebox supplies the user with messages. The message text can be static or 

contain variables. This makes the messagebox a good tool to display variable 

values when you are looking for an error in a macro code. With this you can check 

the values and see up to which position the macro is executed correctly. 

Syntax: 

Msgbox [Anzuzeigender Text] [Art der Kontrollschalter] 

[Titel der Meldebox] 

Example: 

Msgbox "Bis hierhin ist der Makro abgelaufen",_ 

  , "AG-VIP SQL" 

 

 

4.2.4 Control structure 

Purpose: 

This is for controlling conditions: If …then… 

Example: If/Then 

If Wert1 Then 

    MsgBox "Wert1:" & Wert1 

End If 
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Example: If/Then/Or/Else 

If Wert1 Then 

    MsgBox "Wert1:" & Wert1 

ElseIf Wert2 Then 

    MsgBox "Wert1:" & Wert1 

Else 

    MsgBox "Weder Wert1 noch Wert2" 

End If 

Example: As long as 

For Count=1 To 10 

    MsgBox CStr(Count) 

Next 

Example: For each 

A = Array("Eins","Zwei","Drei") 

For Each Text In A 

    MsgBox Text 

Next 

Example: If / Then / Or / Else 

Select  Wert1 

Case "1" 

    MsgBox "Wert1 ist Eins" 

Case "2" 

    MsgBox "Wert1 ist Zwei" 

Case "3" 

    MsgBox "Wert1 ist Drei" 

Case Else 

    MsgBox "Wert1 ist was anderes" 

End Select 
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4.2.5 Functions 

Purpose: 

Functions are parts of macros which you can start again and again. In contrast to 

Subs they transfer values to functions and get back a result. 

Function NAME ( ) 

 Code 

End Function 

Example: 

 Conversion functions 

CInt Converts a value to an INTEGER 

CStr Converts a value to a STRING 

CDbl Conversion to DOUBLE 

CDate Conversion to a DATA FORMAT 

Int 

Fix 

Returns the whole-numbered part of a number. 

Int(Zahl)  

Fix(Zahl) 

Int and Fix both return the decimal places of a number and 

then return the resulting whole-numbered value.  

The difference between Int and Fix is that with negative 

numbers, Int give back the negative integer with is lesser or 

greater than the argument number, whilst Fix returns the 

negative number which is greater than or equal to the 

argument number. For instance: Int converts -8,4 to -9, 

whilst Fix converts -8,4 to -8. 

 Checks 

IsObject Returns a Boolean value which states whether an expression 

refers to a valid automation object or not. Result: true, false 
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IsObject(Ausdruck) 

IsNull Returns a Boolean value which states whether an expression 

contains invalid data (null). Result: true, false 

IsNull(Ausdruck) 

IsEmpty Returns a Boolean value which states if a variable has been 

initialized. Result: true, false 

IsEmpty(Ausdruck) 

 String functions 

Len 

 

Returns the number of characters in a string or the bytes 

necessary to store a variable. 

Len(Zeichenfolge | Variablennname) 

Mid Returns a certain number of characters from a string. 

Mid(Zeichenfolge, Start[, Länge]) 

InStr Returns the position of the first occurrence of a string within 

another string. 

InStr([Start, ]Zeichenfolge1, 

Zeichenfolge2[, Vergleich]) 

 Date functions 

DateAdd 

 

Returns a date, added to a stated time interval. This can 

be useful, for instance, to manipulate a FollowUp. 

DateAdd(Intervall, Anzahl, Datum) 

Example: FollowUp in thirteen months: 

ActiveTicket.FollowUpDate = _ 

DateAdd("m", 13, Now()) 

DateDiff Returns the time period between two dates. 

DateDiff(Intervall, Datum1, Datum2 

[,ErsterWochentag[, 

ErsteWocheimJahr]]) 

FormateDateTime Returns the expression in date- or time format. 

FormatDateTime(Datum[,Formatname]) 
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Example: 

Cutting off of the seconds in a time type field: 

vbShortTime makes the output look like this: hh:mm 

 Mathematic functions 

Log 

 

Calculates the logarithm of a number. 

Log(Zahl) 

 

Function  Log10(X) 

  Log10 = Log(X) / Log(10) 

End Function  

Exp Returns e (the basis of a natural logarithm) raised to a 

number. 

Exp(Zahl) 

 

4.2.6 Variables 

Purpose: 

Variables are storing places for arbitrary contents. 

Variables can be created OnDemand. However for purposes of clarity it is better to 

define variables at the beginning of a macro.  Due to this it is recommended to 

force the check of the used variables at the beginning of the macro with 

Option Explicit 

by the interpreter. 

In contrast to other programming languages, it is not necessary with VBScript to 

define a variable type during the variable declaration (TypeName, VarType). It is 

helpful to choose a variable name that corresponds to the use of the variable. 

Example: 

oApplication  = Objektvariable 

iErgebnis   = Variable vom Typ Integer 
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strName   = Variable vom Typ String (Text) 

Value assignments depend on the assigned value. 

Text constant: 

Text = "Ein Text mit " & Chr(34) & _ 

   " in der Mitte!" 

or 

Text = "Ein Text mit "" in der Mitte!" 

Numbers 

Wert = 100 

Wert = 12.45 

Date: 

Datum = #4-24-2006# 

Or assign the current date to a field in AG-VIP SQL: 

ActiveAddress.Fields("Abschlussdatum") = now 

Fields and arrays enable simple definition of long lists or field contents. See also 
Dim, Redim, Redim Preserve 

4.2.6.1 Special case array 

Purpose: 

An array is a sometimes multi-dimensional variable area (comparable to a 

chessboard or a cube) in which values can be stored. 

Example: VBScript 

' There are no special conditions  

' for this example 

Option Explicit 

Dim A, Text 
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A = Array("Eins","Zwei","Drei") 

For Each Text In A 

 MsgBox Text 

Next 

4.2.7 Syntax and formatting 

Purpose: 

In this chapter you can find basics for formal macro writing. 

Basically, VBScript is a line-orientated language. Spaces are separators but also a 

formatting help. 

Use the tabs (TAB) to structure connected lines: 

If Wert1 Then 

    MsgBox "Wert1 ist was!" 

End If 

In this example, the lines are indented within the condition so the condition can be 

clearly identified. 

Problem: Long lines: 

An underscore „_“ at the end of a line makes it possible to continue the line. 

Attention: A comment after the „_“ is also not allowed! 

4.3 Error processing 
Errors occur during the first basic syntax check or at the latest during the execution 

of a macro. If you write a VBScript macro within AG-VIP SQL, a first check of 

your macro is being executed when the macro is saved. 

4.3.1.1 To check whch values the variables contain use the 

messagebox (vgl.  4.2.3.1 The Messagebox 
). 

The error processing could look like this: 
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On Error Resume Next 

The error is ignored and the next code part is executed. Do not forget to reset: 

On Error Goto 0 

Important: 

The error is ignored and the corresponding statement will not be executed fully! 

To display the error message use this: 

MsgBox "Error #" & Err.Number &_ 

    " " & Err.Description 

 

5 Macro programming 
 

5.1 Macros 
Macros support your work in AG-VIP SQL. You can integrate other applications 

with macros. With the VB object model, AG-VIP SQL can be controlled and 

started externally. 

You can also access AG-VIP SQL data bases from external applications. In this 

case, however, Grutzeck Software does not take over any responsibility for the 

correctness and integrity of information in the AG-VIP SQL data base.  

Event macros are executed in a certain situation, e.g. when an address set is opened. 

Macros can also be executed by clicking on a button. 

They are also used in tools. 

5.2 The macro editor 
The macro editor is the same for all areas. You can find it in the form editor, the 

data base explorer and in the tools administration. 

Purpose: 

You learn how the macro editor works and which functions are already available. 
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Procedure: 

 Start the macro editor depending on the type of macro you would like to write 

(see following paragraphs). 

 

 Functions of the button bar: 

Buttons Function 

 Saves the macro and closes the macro editor. 

 Closes the macro editor without saving the 

modifications. 

 Cuts the selected text. 

 Copies the selected text to the clipboard. 

 Pastes the content of the clipboard. 

 Undoes the last command or entry. 

 Opens the search function. Enter the desired search 

term. 
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Buttons Function 

 

 Search on. 

 Replaces the searched term with a new text: 

 

 Shows all fields of the current table. You can add 

fields to the macro with drag & drop. 

 Prints the current macro. 

 

Command Function 

Menu File 

Save & Close Saves the current macro and closes the macro 

editor. 

 F12 

Close Closes the macro editor without saving. 
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Command Function 

 ESC 

Menu Edit 

Undo Undoes the last entry or function 

 STRG + Z 

Cut The selected text is cut and copied to the clipboard 

 STRG + X 

Copy The selected text is copied to the clipboard 

 STRG + C 

Paste The content of the clipboard is pasted in the 

current cursor position. 

 STRG + V 

Delete The selected text is deleted. 

Search The dialog box Suchen (Search) is opened. 

 

Enter the desired search criterion and click on 
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Command Function 

Weitersuchen (search on). 

 STRG + F 

Search on. The next hit is searched. Precondition is that you 

have previously defined a search criterion in 

Suchen (search).  

 F3 

Replace 

 

Enter the text to be replaced in Suchen nach 

(Search for): . In the next line enter the new text to 

be inserted. 

The hits are displayed. Click on Ersetzen (replace) 

to replace the single hits or Alle ersetzen (replace 

all) to replace all hits in the documents. 

 STRG + H 

Select all The whole macro is selected. 
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Command Function 

 STRG + A 

Paste from file 

(Einfügen aus 

Datei) 

An explorer for pasting a text file is opened: 

 

Choose the desired file and confirm with OK. 

Menu Assistant 

Fields Opens an overview of all fields available in this 

context: 
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Command Function 

Select the field which you want to integrate into 

the macro and click on OK. 

Menu Help 

Help topics Opens the online help for the VB script 

programming (being prepared) 

 

5.3 The different macro types 
There are four different macro types in AG-VIP SQL. 

 Macros in tools 

 Event macros on data base level in address sets, projects, processing levels (states) 

and reactions. 

 Event macros in forms 

 Macros for buttons in forms 

 External macros which are used e.g. in VB Script outside of AG-VIP SQL. 

 

5.3.1 Macros in tools 
Macros in tool allow you to execute individual actions, edit documents as well as 

edit and use data from the current context/current addresses and address sets. 

With this you can simply start other applications via OLE/COM and data can be 

exchanged. 

Purpose of these macros is to allocate individual actions to the tools and to transfer 

data to other applications. For this, a whole range of examples are provided (in the 

example folder of AG-VIP SQL) which you can simply import and use 

immediately. 
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5.3.2 Event macros on data base level 

Purpose: 

Macros can be executed automatically during the following operations with an 

address set and project table. These operations can be: 

 Open (OnOpen) 

 Close (OnClose) 

 Load (OnLoad) 

 Save (OnSave) 

 Delete (OnDelete) 

 Unload (OnUnload) 

 

Additionally macros can be defined in the optional Workflow in the processing 

levels (for the processing level/state or for the reactions). The following operation 

types are available: 

 Before a reaction (PreReaction) 

 After a reaction (PostReaction) 

 

 
The names in brackets are the names of the corresponding 

EventMacro objects. 

 

You can use event macros to perform checks and actions in other applications. For 

example:  

 Establish a connection to another data base with the macro OnOpen. This 

connection object is stored in GlobalData. 

 Whenever a delete event (OnDelete) occurs, data from the record to be deleted is 

transferred to a different data base. 

 In an OnClose event, the connection is closed and the connection object is 

removed from the GlobalData store. 
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Attention: Event macros are started in the user interface only. 

This means that change- or add-operations or other data base 

operations like deleting complete lists of records will not start the 

macro. 

 

5.3.3 Event macros in forms 

Purpose: 

When defining forms, event macros can be defined which are executed upon 

opening a form, or upon loading, saving or unloading a record. 

With this you can, for instance, test the plausibility of entries before a record is 

stored. 

Procedure: 

 Start the form editor with the menu File, command Administration, Database, 

Form. 

 Open the form for which you would like to define an event macro. 
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 In the right window Properties, you see the event macros in the right corner. If 

you click on the button  the macro editor is opened and you can enter a VB 

Script macro for this event.. 

 5.2 The macro editor 
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5.3.4 Macros in buttons on forms 

Purpose: 

In forms, macros can not only be executed event-related, but also via button click. 

With this you can e.g. perform calculations. 

Procedure: 

 Open the desired form as described above. 

 5.3.3 Event macros in forms 

 

 Create a button with the symbol  on the desired position in your form. In the 

window Properties you can enter the desired name in Name and Text. Name is the 

identification of the object with which the button in the macro can be activated via 

VB Script. The text is displayed as button text. 
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 In the Properties window, click on the button  next to Action to open the macro 

editor. 

 

 Now enter your VB script macro. 

 5.2 The macro editor 

5.4 Order of event macro execution  

Purpose: 

In the following, you find the order in which macros are executed. 

Action of user Macro which is executed 

User chooses a processing level: Adresstabelle OnOpen 

Projekttabelle 

OnOpenBearbeitungsstufe 

OnOpen 

Ansichten OnOpen 

 

User sees Next ticket, Pause etc. 

displayed. 

 

Adresstabelle OnLoad 

Projekttabelle OnLoad 

Bearbeitungsstufe OnLoad 

In telephone levels: Dialing and 

waiting for a connection. 

Ansichten OnLoad 
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Action of user Macro which is executed 

(Forms are not active). 

Waiting for the connection. 

Connection successful… 

Now the user has access to the 

corresponding forms, script is 

started. 

 

The user completes his entries and 

saves them (F12). 

Ansichten OnSave 

Bearbeitungsstufe 

PreReaction 

Now the user chooses a reaction.  

If a reaction has been chosen 

before reaching this point by a 

macro, the user does not see any 

dialog. 

Reaktion PreReaction 

Ausführung des 

hinterlegten 

Hilfsmittels und des 

entsprechenden Makros 

PostReaction (if allowed). The user 

completes this process by saving, 

too (F12). 

Reaktion PostReaction 

Bearbeitungsstufe 

PostReaction 

Comment or FollowUp (This user 

entry can be suppressed) 

Bearbeitungsstufe OnSave 

Projekttabelle OnSave 

Adresstabelle OnSave 

Bearbeitungsstufe 

OnUnload 

Projekttabelle OnUnload 

Adresstabelle OnUnload 

User sees Next ticket, Pause etc. 

displayed again. 

Ansichten OnClose 

Bearbeitungsstufe 

OnClose 

Projekttabelle OnClose 

Adresstabelle OnClose 

 

6 The object module of AG-VIP SQL 
AG-VIP SQL has a powerful object module which enables internal control via 
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macros in tools and external access from other programs via COM (e.g. with VB 

Script or VBA). 

The following documentation is subdivided into the individual objects which are 

supported by AG-VIP SQL. 

6.1 Objects in macros 
In each macro, only a certain range of objects is available. These objects allow the 

direct access to AG-V and are for controlling the macros. 

Some objects are always available, others only in the corresponding event macros. 

Example: 

The object ActiveAddress or ActiveFor are not available in the event macro 

OnOpen, as the address set has not been opened yet and no forms have been loaded 

so far. 

Objects that are always available 

 Application 

 Macro 

 Context 

 

Objects in the macros OnOpen, OnClose 

 ActiveAddressSet 

 

Objects in the macros OnLoad, OnSave, OnUnload, OnDelete, PreReaction, 

PostReaction 

 ActiveAddress 

 ActiveForm 

 ActiveTicket (if the macro runs in the scope of the Workflow) 

 Script (if the macro runs in the scope of the Workflow) 
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Objects in all event macros for forms 

 CurrentForm 

 ActiveForm 

 

Objects in the macros of tools 

 ActiveTool 

 HistoryEntry 

 TargetObject 

 

6.2 General functions 
The properties Application, Parent are available in all objects. They are not 

mentioned in the following documentation. 

6.2.1 Property: Objekt.Application 
The property Application always returns the current application object. This is 

especially useful if you are writing an external program or script for which you 

only have access to a subordinate object or for which you have only stored a 

subordinate object in a variable. 

With the property Application you have access to the superordinate application 

object at any time and with this access to the complete object range. 

6.2.2 Property: Objekt.Parent 
The method Parent enables access to the next superordinate object in the object 

structure. This can make programming much easier. 

In a Field object the property Parent returns an object of the Fields type, for 

instance. 

This following example returns the number of fields in the current address set. 

Note that first the field Name1 is determined and then the access to the Fields 

object is performed via Parent property. 

MsgBox "In der aktuellen Adressentabelle sind " + _ 
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 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields.Count) + _ 

 " Felder" 

Dim oFieldName 

Set oFieldName = ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") 

MsgBox "In der aktuellen Adressentabelle sind " + _ 

 CStr(oFieldName.Parent.Count) + _ 

 " Felder" 

 

6.3 Enumeration objects 
Many properties in AG-VIP SQL return enumeration objects. Enumeration objects 

allow direct access to single objects respectively editing or running through all 

objects of the enumeration object in loops. 

Using enumeration objects is always performed in similar ways and is thus 

explained only once here. 

You can recognize enumeration object by the name of the property which is in 

plural. Example: Fields is the enumeration object for objects of the type field.  

6.3.1 Enumeration of all objects 
With the VB instruction For Each enumeration objects can be used in loops. 

Each object of the enumeration is allocated to a variable and all objects are run 

through. 

The following example shows all field names of the current address. For this, the 

enumeration object Fields from the object ActiveAddress is used: 

Dim oField, strText 

For Each oField In ActiveAddress.Fields 

 strText = strText + oField.Name + " " 

Next 

MsgBox "All fields of actual address table:" + _ 

 vbCrLf + strText 

 

Please note that the text which is to be displayed in this example might get cut by 

the method MsgBox. 
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6.3.2 Property: Objekt.Count 
The property Count returns the number of objects in the enumeration object. 

The following example returns the number of fields in the current address set. 

MsgBox "In actual address table are " + _ 

 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields.Count) + _ 

 " fields" 

 

6.3.3 Property: Objekt.Item 
With the property Item you can directly access a certain object within the 

enumeration. It is not necessary to declare the property Item as direct command. 

VB and BA enable direct usage as these are standard properties. In the short form, 

the desired index (with which the object is identified) is written directly following 

the name of the enumeration object. 

This procedure is also used for other objects like for the property Value in the 

object Field. 

This following examples each show the field number of the field Name1. Note that 

the syntax is different but the result is the same. 

' Zugriff über Item Eigenschaft 

MsgBox "Fieldnumber of the field NAME1 is " + _ 

 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields.Item("Name1").Id) 

' vaild short form 

MsgBox "Fieldnumber of the field NAME1 is " + _ 

 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1").Id) 

 

The access to a single object can be performed with a text, a number or even 

another object, depending on the enumeration object. 

The following example shows the access to the field type of the field Name1, one 

time via the internal field number 4, and then via name Name1. 

' Zugriff über Feldnamen 

MsgBox "Fieldtype of NAME1 is " + _ 

 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1").Type) 
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' Zugriff über Feldnummer 

MsgBox "Fieldtype of NAME1 is " + _ 

 CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields(4).Type) 

 

6.4 Object: ActiveAddress / Address 
The object ActiveAdress is always available when an address is selected. This 

means it is available in almost all event macros except OnOpen and OnClose.  

Note that the object ActiveAddress is not available in a tool when no address is 

selected. 

Please also note that the object ActiveAddress becomes invalid when it is stored in 

a program or script for a longer time if the user loads another address or unloads or 

deletes a command into the current address 

6.4.1 Property: Access 
Returns a value which indicates which access exists for the current address. 

6.4.2 Method: Delete 
This method deletes the current address and returns the value True if this was 

successful. After deleting the address the object ActiveAddress becomes invalid. 

6.4.3 Property: Fields 
The property Fields returns an enumeration object of the type Fields. With this 

enumeration object you have access to all fields of the address. 

Note that this enumeration object includes only the fields for which the user has 

reading access. 

6.4.4 Property: History 
The property History returns an enumeration object of the type History. With this 

enumeration object you have access to all entries in the history of an address. 

Note that this enumeration object includes only the history entries for which the 

user has reading access. 
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6.4.5 Property: Loaded 
The property Loaded returns a True if an address is currently loaded and a False if 

no address is loaded (after an Unload). 

6.4.6 Method: NewTicket 
With the method NewTicket Projekt, State [,Date, [, Historyentry]] a new ticket for 

an address in a new project and processing level/state). The method returns an 

object of the type Ticket. 

6.4.7 Property: Relations 
The property Relations returns an enumeration object of the type Relations. With 

this enumeration object you have access to all user tables of the address. 

Note that this enumeration object includes only the user tables for which the user 

has reading access. 

6.4.8 Method: Save 
The method Save saves the current address. However the address is only saved if 

modifications have been made. The method Save returns True if the record was 

saved successfully. 

Please note that the address is not unloaded by the method Save, i.e. the address is 

still displayed after the execution of Save. 

6.4.9 Property: State 
The property State returns a value which indicates whether the address is new or in 

the “read only” state or in the “read/write” state. 

6.4.10 Method: Unload 
The method Unload unloads the current record. If the records was changed it is 

saved. All changes get lost if you did not activate the method Save previously. 
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6.5 Object: ActiveAddressSet / AddressSet 
The object ActiveAddressSet allows the access to the address set and is the 

superordinate object (parent) of ActiveAddress.  

6.5.1 Property: Access 
Returns a value which indicates which access exists for the current address set. 

6.5.2 Method: Delete(record) 
Not implemented. 

6.5.3 Property: Forms 
The property Forms returns an enumeration object which grants access to all forms 

which are allocated to an address set. 

6.5.4 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly identifies an address set 

within an AG-VIP SQL data base. 

6.5.5 Method: Load(Record) 
The method Load loads a certain record and makes this record the current record. 

The method returns an object of the type Address. 

The variable Record/Record can be a numeric value here which indicates the 

record number of the address or it can be the GUID (Global Unique Identifier) of 

the address. 

The method returns True if the record was loaded successfully. 

6.5.6 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the address set. 

6.5.7 Method: New(Child) 
The method new creates a new record. The method returns an object of the type 
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Address if it was successful. This new address becomes the current address. 

If the variable Child has the value True and if an address is currently loaded, the 

new address is added to the existing address as contact. 

6.6 Object: ActiveForm / CurrentForm / Form 
The Form objects allow the access to the forms in AG-VIP SQL. 

6.6.1 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly identifies a form within an 

AG-VIP SQL data base. 

6.6.2 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the form The name of the form does not 

have to be identical to the title which is displayed in the tab header of AG-VIP 

SQL. 

6.6.3 Property: Fields 
The property Fields returns an enumeration object of the type Fields. With this 

enumeration object you have access to all fields in the view which have an 

allocated name. 

If no data base field has been allocated to a field, user-defined values can be shown 

via Fields property of the form with the macro. 

The enumeration object Fields is empty if the form is not visible (see property 

Visible). 

6.6.4 Property: Visible 
The property Visible indicates whether a form is visible or not. 

If the property Visible is set to the value True in a macro, the form is visible 

(shown). Setting the property Visible to False makes a form invisible (hidden). 
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6.7 Object: ActiveTicket  
This object is e.g. for controlling of the active ticket when the application is in 

Workflow mode. 

To create and edit a new ticket please use   6.4.6 Method: NewTicket.  

6.7.1 Property: Event 
The property Event returns the current event which lead to the editing of this ticket. 

The property Event returns Nothing if the ticket has been removed from normal 

editing or selection.. An Event exists if it has started a global search and the ticket 

has been activated by this global search. 

6.7.2 Property: FollowUpDate 
With the property FollowUp a macro can determine a FollowUp date for the 

current ticket. An agent can still change this date, depending on the processing 

level settings. 

Usage example: 

You want to set the FollowUp in the reaction of a processing level to a certain time. 

This is for instance expedient if you set a reaction “Answering machine” which 

starts a follow up for the current day on 6 p.m. 

Procedure: 

Define a reaction “Answering machine” in the project administration in the 

corresponding processing level. 
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Choose the macro PostReaction and click on Modify. 

Enter the following macro: 

' Set follow up time to fixum  

 Option Explicit 

  

 Dim FollowUpTime  

 FollowUpTime = DateAdd("d", 7, Date()) & " " & 

"18:00:00" 

 FollowUpTime = CDate(FollowUpTime) 

  

 ActiveTicket.FollowUpDate = FollowUpTime 

 

The number “7” in the argument “d”,7, Date determines the number of days after 

which a follow up has to be started. 
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6.7.3 Property: FollowUpPriority 
The property FollowUpPriority allows to determine if a FollowUp should have a 

priority, i.e. the system should make the ticket available at this time. Without 

FollowUp priority, the ticket is simply lined in the list of existing tickets, sorted 

according to due dates. 

6.7.4 Property: FollowUpUser 
The property FollowUpUser allows to determine in a macro that a ticket is 

processed by a certain user in the next processing level. This property overwrites 

the setting for a reaction determining if the same agent should process the ticket. If 

this field is set empty, the ticket is free for all other agents. 
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Note: 

You have several employees in the Sales Department. Each one of 

them should take care of his own customers. You can control this with 

the function ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser. With this all 

employees work on one project but they have private FollowUps. 

If you have a project table displayed, you see the users for the 

FollowUp in the column FollowUpUser. 

Example macro: 

In this macro the FollowUpUser is set with a user-defined property 

field „Salesman_actual“: 

Select Case 

ActiveAddress.Fields("Salesman_actual").Value  

 Case "mkg" 

  ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser = "Markus" 

 Case "im" 

  ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser = "Ingrid" 

 Else If  

  ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser = "" 

End Select 

 

6.7.5 Property: Note 
With this property the current notes of the user can be read out and modified. 

Attention: After the reaction and the execution of the tool, the pre-set texts from 

the reaction and the tool entry are set automatically. 

6.7.6 Property: SuppressFinalDialog 
If the property SuppessFinalDialog is set to true, there is no final dialog in which 

the agent can enter a comment or define a FollowUp. Comment and FollowUp can 

be set via ActiveTicket.Note and ActiveTicket.FollowUpDate with a macro. 
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6.7.7 Property: Transition 
With the property Transition a macro can choose a reaction if the user works in the 

optional Workflow mode. The name of the currently selected reaction/transition 

can be read resp. chosen directly. 

This property is primarily used in event macros. It can also be used in tools, 

however. 

See also: Event macros property Transition! 

Note that not the name of the proceeding processing level is meant but the name of 

the transition. 

6.8 Object: ActiveTool / Tool 
The object ActiveTool is only available during the execution of a tool macro. With 

ActiveTool you can access all properties which are valid during the execution of 

the tool. You can identify the name of the created file and modify the history entry 

which has been created by the tool. 

6.8.1 Property: Filename 
The property Filename returns the complete file name if the tool has created or 

used a file. Otherwise this field is empty. 

6.8.2 Property: HistoryText 
The property HistoryText returns the text of the tool for the history. 

This is not the text that can be entered in the history and it cannot be changed. To 

access the value which is entered in the history use the object HistoryEntry. 

6.8.3 Property: HistoryType 
The property HistoryType returns the type of the history entry to be created as 

numeric value. 

This is not the value of the type that can be entered in the history and it cannot be 

changed. To access the value which is entered in the history use the object 

HistoryEntry. 
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6.8.4 Property: Mode 
The property Mode returns a numeric value which indicates how the tool is 

executed (execute only, with address, with history entry, with history entry and 

attachment). 

6.8.5 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the tool. 

6.8.6 Property: Overwrite 
The property Overwrite returns a True if the tool overwrites an existing file 

without control question automatically. 

6.8.7 Property: TargetFile 
The property TargetFile returns the value which is deposited as target file name in 

the tool. This is not the name of the file created by the tool. If you need access to 

this name, use the property Filename. 

6.8.8 Property: TargetPath 
The property TargetPath returns the value which is deposited as target path name 

in the tool. This is not the name of the file created by the tool. If you need access to 

this name, use the property Filename. 

6.8.9 Property: TemplateFile 
The property TemplateFile returns the value which is deposited as template file in 

the tool.  

6.9 Object: ActiveUser / User 
The object ActiveUser provides access to the data in the personal user profile. 

This makes it possible to use the user‟s email address in a tool and to enter it in the 

target document, for instance. You can also enter the current user name (of the user 

who started an action) with a macro. 
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Example: 

ActiveAddress.Fields(„User_Contract“).Value =  

Application.ActiveUser.Fullname 

With this the full user name of the current user is transferred to a user-defined field 

User_Contracts. Such a function can be expedient to note who made a deal or 

started a tool in telephone marketing. 

6.9.1 Property: Department 
The property Department returns the value “Department” which has been 

deposited for the current user in the user administration. 

6.9.2 Property: DirectPhoneNumber 
The property DirectPhoneNumber returns the value “direct phone number” which 

has been deposited for the current user in the user administration. 

6.9.3 Property: Email 
The property Email returns the value “Email” which has been deposited for the 

current user in the user administration. 

6.9.4 Property: FaxNumber 
The property FaxNumber returns the value “Fax number” which has been 

deposited for the current user in the user administration. 

6.9.5 Property: Fullname 
The property Fullname returns the value of the full user name which has been 

deposited for the current user in the user administration. 

6.9.6 Property: Function 
The property Function returns the value “Function” which has been deposited for 

the current user in the user administration. 
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6.9.7 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly identifies a user within an 

AG-VIP SQL data base. 

6.9.8 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the value “login name” which has been deposited for 

the current user in the user administration. This name is identical with the name 

which is entered during login. 

6.9.9 Property: PhoneNumber 
The property PhoneNumber returns the value “phone number” which has been 

deposited for the current user in the user administration. 

6.10 Object: AddressSets 
The enumeration object AddressSets is available in the object Application. 

It allows the access to all internal address sets. 

The access can occur via address set name or the internal Id. 

6.11 Object: Application 
The Application object is the central object in the macro structure of AG-VIP SQL. 

Each object makes an Application object available, i.e. you can get an application 

object from every object. 

6.11.1 Method: Activate 
The method Activate gives AG-VIP SQL priority to all other applications. 

6.11.2 Property: ActiveAddress 
Returns the object ActiveAddress. If currently no address set is opened or displayed 

this property returns the value Nothing. 
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6.11.3 Property: ActiveAddressSet 
Returns the object ActiveAddressSet. If currently no address set is opened this 

property returns the value Nothing. 

6.11.4 Property: ActiveCall 
Returns the object ActiveCall for controlling an active phone call. If currently 

phone call is active this property returns the value Nothing. 

6.11.5 Property: ActiveForm 
Returns the object ActiveForm. If currently no address set is opened or no form is 

active or if the user has hidden all forms this property returns the value Nothing. 

6.11.6 Property: ActiveTicket 
This property returns a Ticket object if the application is in Workflow mode. 

Otherwise the function returns Nothing. 

This ticket object allows the access to current Workflow data of the ticket. 

6.11.7 Property: ActiveUser 
Returns the object ActiveUser. 

6.11.8 Property: AddressSets 
Returns the enumeration object AddressSets. 

6.11.9 Method: ExecuteTool(tool) 
The method ExecuteTool is for directly starting a tool or another tool from a macro. 

The name of the tool is given as argument. 

The tool can only be executed if it is allocated to a data base context. 

6.11.10 Method: Exit 
This method stops AG-VIP SQL. This method is not available in event macros. 

If a record is not saved yet, a question is displayed if the data has to be saved. 
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6.11.11 Property: GlobalData 
Returns the enumeration object GlobalData. 

6.11.12 Property: IsLoggedIn 
Returns the value True if a user is logged in. 

This function is important for controlling AG-VIP SQL from other applications as 

some functions are only available if a user is logged in. 

So if AG-VIP SQL is started via VB-Script or COM a login dialog might be 

displayed. As long as no login has been performed, this property returns the value 

False. Another application has to wait with accessing objects until a login occurred, 

6.11.13 Property: Language 
The property returns a numeric value which identifies the currently selected 

language in AG-VIP SQL. 

6.11.14 Property: LastCounterValue 
The property LastCounterValue returns the last counter that has been used AG-VIP 

SQL. With this property it is possible to use an offer number which has, for 

instance, been used during the creation of a file, internally in a tool macro. 

This property is only available in read mode. 

6.11.15 Property: NewEvent 
The method NewEvent creates a new event object. With this object type inbound 

events can be reported in AG-VIP SQL which start a search. The newly created 

event objects receive the corresponding event data (e.g. email recipient and –

sender) and the event is started. 

6.11.16 Property: Path 
Returns the application directory of AG-VIP SQL Depending on the installation 

mode, this directory can be used by all users in the network or it refers to the local 

disk. 
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6.12 Object: Call 
The object Call is returned by the property ActiveCall of the Application object. 

This object only exists if a phone call is currently active. It does not matter whether 

this is an outgoing or an incoming call. 

6.12.1 Method: Drop 
The method Drop stops an active phone call. If the phone call is not connected, this 

function has no effect. 

6.12.2 Property: Duration 
Returns the call duration in seconds. If the phone call is not yet active or the 

connection is currently being established, the function returns 0. 

6.12.3 Property: IsConnected 
Returns the value True if a phone call is connected. After ending this call or during 

establishing the connection, this property returns the value False. 

6.12.4 Property: IsInbound 
Returns the value True if a phone call is inbound and False if the call is outbound. 

6.12.5 Property: Number 
Returns the number being called during outbound phone calls and the number 

calling for inbound phone call if this number is being transferred. 

6.13 Object: Event 
The event object is created by inbound events. These can be transferred by other 

programs to AG-VIP SQL or occur within AG-VIP SQL, e.g. by an inbound call. 

The Event object enables access to data describing the event. In the Workflow, you 

can determine with this object what kind of event occurred (phone call, email etc.). 

AG-VIP SQL only creates telephone events automatically. Events of other sources 

must be transferred by these external sources to AG-VIP SQL. 
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6.13.1 Property: Data 
Universal field to transfer additional data to the Workflow. 

6.13.2 Property: Destination 
Target address of the event. This can be the email address of the recipient or the 

called number. AG-VIP SQL can filter or allocate processing levels according to 

this property. 

6.13.3 Property: Fields 
Additional value pairs field name, content, with which the search can be refined. An 

arbitrary text field from the existing address set can be entered as field name. By 

declaring further fields, the search can be restricted and accelerated substantially. The 

pseudo fields _Phonenumber, _Email and _IdTicket have been reserved for the search 

for special fields like email addresses, phone numbers and ticket Id. _Phonenumber 

searches in all available phone number fields, _Email compares all available email 

address fields. _IdTicket searches for tickets with the entered Id. 

6.13.4 Property: File 
Declaration of a potential file which has been deposited with the event. This 

property is not attached automatically to the corresponding history entry for the 

Workflow. 

6.13.5 Method: Fire 
This method makes AG-VIP SQL perceive the event as inbound. It starts the global 

search. After executing the method Fire, the properties of the event can no longer 

be modified; they can only be read. 

6.13.6 Property: Source 
Source of the event. For phone calls this is the number of the caller. For email it is 

the address of the sender. With the this field AG-VIP SQL searches for the 

corresponding address. 
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6.13.7 Property: Subject 
Additional information for the event. For emails this can be a subject. 

6.13.8 Property: Text 
Additional information for the event. For emails this can be the text of the mail. 

6.13.9 Property: Ticket 
If the Workflow has been started, the ActiveTicket can be determined with this 

property. 

6.13.10 Property: Time 
Time of the event. 

6.13.11 Property: Type 
Informs about the type of the event. 

6.14 Object: EventMacros: 
OnOpen, OnClose, OnLoad, OnUnload, 
OnDelete, OnCreate, PreReaction, PostReaction 

An object with the same name is always available in event macros. 

With the help of these objects you can control actions and react to events. This 

means you can, for instance, cancel the saving or deleting of a record. 

6.14.1 Method: Abort 
With the method Abort the event macros OnOpen, OnLoad, OnSave and OnDelete 

can abort the corresponding actions. This means no more macros are executed and 

the action started by the event macros is cancelled.  

Example: 

OnSave.Abort 

Executed in an event macro “OnSaving” the saving process is aborted and prevents 
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that the record is transferred back to the data base. 

6.14.2 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the event macro. This property is expedient 

if general macros are written which refer to an event macro object via the object 

Context. 

6.14.3 Property: Transition 
With the property Transition a macro can choose a reaction if the user works in the 

optional Workflow mode. The name of the currently selected reaction can be read 

resp. a reaction of the event macro can be chosen directly, respectively chosen 

directly in the macro PreReaction.  

The property writing is only available in the event macros OnSave of the address 

set, project or processing level and in PreReaction of the processing level. 

See also ActiveTicket.Transition! 

Note that not the name of the proceeding processing level is meant but the name of 

the transition. 

6.15 Object: Field 
The object Field can be accessed with the enumeration object Fields. It allows 

access to data in records in AG-VIP SQL. 

6.15.1 Property: Access 
Returns a value which indicates which access exists for the current address set. 

6.15.2 Property: BaseType 
Returns a value which indicates the base type of a field. In contrast to the property 

Type which indicates the exact data type (e.g. email, street), this returns the base 

type which indicates if this is a text field, a numeric integer field or a number with 

a comma. 
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6.15.3 Property: Id 
The property Id returns an integer value which describes the field exactly. This 

value is unique and can be used as access criterion for the enumeration Fields. 

6.15.4 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the internal name of a field. 

6.15.5 Property: NameLocale 
The property NameLocale returns the language-specific name of a field. 

6.15.6 Property: Type 
The property Type returns a numeric value which describes a type or a function of 

a field (name, street, email, logic field etc.). 

6.15.7 Property: Value 
The property Value allows access to the value, respectively the content of a field in 

reading and writing mode. The writing access to this variable is only allowed if the 

field to which this object refers belongs to an object (e.g. ActiveAddress) which is 

valid and to which the user has writing access. 

The property Value is the standard property of the object Field. In many cases, 

indicating the property Value can be omitted. 

The following example shows the content of the field Name1. Please note that the 

property Value has been omitted. 

MsgBox ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") 

 

This line is identical to the complete syntax: 

MsgBox ActiveAddress.Fields.Item("Name1").Value 
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6.16 Object: Fields 
The enumeration object Fields is returned by the objects ActiveAddress, Address, 

Relation, HistoryEntry and allows access to the objects Field which include these 

record objects. 

The access is performed as described in the paragraph enumeration objects. 

6.17 Object: Forms 
The enumeration object Forms is returned by the objects ActiveAddressSet and 

AddressSet and allows access to the objects Form. 

The access is performed as described in the paragraph enumeration objects. 

6.18 Object: GlobalData 
The object GlobalData is returned by the object Application and allows depositing 

of data for individual macro programming. 

This storage can be used for keeping a connection to another data base open. For 

this, the connection is established e.g. in the event macro OnOpen and deposited in 

the connection object GobalData . Other macros can use this connection object 

without establishing a data base connection every time. 

The following example shows a counter which increases its number each time this 

macro is executed. 

Dim iCount 

iCount = Application.GlobalData.Item("Count")+1 

Application.GlobalData.Item("Count") = iCount 

MsgBox "Der Zähler ist nun: "+CStr(iCount) 

 

6.18.1 Method: Clear 
The method Clear deletes the complete global storage and releases all objects. 

You can also delete an entry in GlobalData by allocation of Empty. 

Application.GlobalData.Item("Count") = Empty 
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6.18.2 Property: Item 
The property Item allows the access to single data elements in GlobalData. As long 

as the property Item is a standard property, the following short form (as for 

enumeration objects) is allowed: 

Dim iCount 

iCount = Application.GlobalData ("Count")+1 

Application.GlobalData ("Count") = iCount 

MsgBox "Der Zähler ist nun: "+CStr(iCount) 

6.19 Objekt: GlobalCounter 
The object GlobalCounter is given back by the object Application and the query 

for the next number of a counter. This function also gives back the correct value if 

numbers of a counter in a multiple user environment are requested. 

The access can occur via counter Id or its name. 

ActiveAddress.Fields ("Kundenummer").value= _  

Application.GlobalCounter (1) 

 

ActiveAddress.Fields ("Angebotnummer").value= _  

Application.GlobalCounter ("Angebotnummer") 

6.20 Object: HistoryEntries 
The enumeration object Fields is returned by the objects ActiveAddress and 

Address, and allows access to the objects HistoryEntry which includes these record 

objects. 

The access is performed as described in the paragraph enumeration objects. 

6.20.1 Method: Add 
The method Add adds a new entry to the history and returns an object of the type 

History. You need the corresponding rights to execute the method Add. 

To create a new history entry the type of the entry must be indicated together with 

the method Add. 
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6.20.2 Method: Remove(Entry) 
The method Remove removes a record from the history. The entry Entry can either 

be determined by the Id value of the object HistoryEntry, the index of the history 

entry or a HistoryEntry object is transferred directly. 

Please note that corresponding HistoryEntry objects become invalid when you 

execute Remove. 

6.21 Object: HistoryEntry 
The HistoryEntry object allows the access to single history entries and their data. It 

is created by the enumeration object HistoryEntries. 

6.21.1 Property: Access 
Returns a value which indicates which access exists for the current address set. 

6.21.2 Property: Fields 
The property Fields returns an enumeration object of the type Fields and allows the 

access to the single data fields of a history entry. 

6.21.3 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly defines a history entry in an 

address set. 

6.22 Object: Macro 
The object Macro is for controlling a macro. 

6.22.1 Method: Exit 
The method Exit stops a macro immediately. 

In the following example the second message is not displayed anymore. 

MsgBox "Message 1" 

Macro.Exit 

MsgBox "Message 2, which is not shown anymore!" 
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6.23 Object: Context 
The object Context is available as global object in all event macros and serves to 

determine and influence the context of the event macro. 

Please note that not all properties return a value depending on the context. The 

property Form is, for instance, only available in Form event macros. The 

properties Project and ProjectState are only available if you work in the optional 

Workflow mode. 

6.23.1 Property: AddressSet 
Returns the current AddressSet object to which the macro refers. This object is 

generally identical to the object ActiveAddressSet. 

6.23.2 Property: Event 
This property Event allows the access to the EventMacro object, the current event 

macro. It returns Nothing if the current context is not an event macro. 

6.23.3 Property: Form 
The property Form returns the current Form object to which the event macro refers. 

This is identical with the object CurrentForm. The property is Nothing if the event 

macro is not executed in the context of a form macro. 

6.23.4 Property: Project 
Returns a simple object of the current project in which the macro is executed. 

6.23.5 Property: ProjectState 
Returns a simple object of the current processing level in which the macro is 

executed. 

6.23.6 Property: WorkflowMode 
The property WorkflowMode returns a True if the Workflow mode is currently 
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active and not free working. 

6.24 Object: Projekt 
The object Projectstate can be determined via MacroContext. 

6.24.1 Property: Id 
Returns the Id of the project. 

6.24.2 Property: Name 
Returns the name of the project. 

6.25 Object: ProjektState 
The object Projectstate can be determined via MacroContext. 

6.25.1 Property: Id 
Returns the Id of the project level. 

6.25.2 Property: Name 
Returns the name of the project level. 

6.26 Object: PropertySet 
The object PropertySet is created by the Field object, if the access is performed via 

the property Value and if the corresponding field is a properties list. 

The object PropertySet is a normal enumeration object of PropertyValue objects 

which has additional methods. 

6.26.1 Method: Add(Name) 
The method Add adds a new property with the name Name to the properties list. If 

the property is already set, the method returns False. If the property has been added 

successfully, the method returns True. 
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6.26.2 Method: Remove(Name) 
The method Remove removes the property with the name Name from the properties 

list. If the property is not set, the method returns False. If the property has been 

removed successfully, the method returns True. 

6.26.3 Method: Test(Name) 
The method Test checks if the property with the name Name is set in the properties 

list. If the property is set, the method returns True. If the property is not set, the 

method returns False.  

6.26.4 Property: Value 
The property Value allows the access to the complete properties list as array of 

property names. 

6.27 Object: PropertyValue 
The PropertyValue object allows the access to single properties and their names. It 

is created by the Value property of the object Field if the field is a property or by 

Item option of PropertySet Object. 

6.27.1 Property: Description 
The property Description returns the description of a property. 

6.27.2 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly identifies a property within 

an AG-VIP SQL data base. 

6.27.3 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the PropertyValue object. 

6.28 Object: RelationEntries 
The enumeration object RelationEntries is created by the Relations enumeration 

object and allows the access to the user tables of an address set. Additionally the 
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object allows to create and delete new entries. 

6.28.1 Method: Add 
The method Add adds a new entry to the user table. The new entry of the object 

type RelationEntry is returned. To be able to perform this method you need the 

corresponding rights. 

6.28.2 Property: Name 
The property Name returns the name of the user table. 

6.28.3 Method: Remove 
The method Remove removes an entry from the user table. The access is performed 

either via Id of the user table entry, the object itself or the entry index. 

If the entry has been removed successfully, the method returns True. 

6.29 Object: RelationEntry 

6.29.1 Property: Access 
Returns a numeric value which indicates which access exists for the current user 

table entry. 

6.29.2 Property: Fields 
The property Fields returns an enumeration object of the type Fields and allows the 

access to the single data fields of the user table. 

6.29.3 Property: Id 
The property Id returns a numeric value which clearly defines a user table entry in 

an address set. 

6.30 Object: Relations 
The numeric object Relations is created by the object ActiveAddress, resp. Address. 
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The Relations object allows the access to single user tables of an address set. 

The access is performed via name or Id of the user table. 

6.31 Object: Script 
The Script object is available during the execution of a script in the Workflow and 

allows controlling the script and accessing temporary fields. 

6.31.1 Method: Goto 
With Script.Goto a jump label of another script view can be activated. Branching 

in the script becomes possible and, due to this, a non-linear execution of the script. 

6.31.2 Method: Exit 
The method Script.Exit stops editing the script immediately and the ticket reaction 

dialog is displayed immediately. The function is executed automatically when the 

end of the script is reached. 

6.31.3 Method: Fields 
The method Script.Fields allows the access to temporary variables and data fields 

which are not linked to the current record. With this, questions can be put which 

influence the script execution but that are not data-relevant and thus not stored in 

the record. 

6.32 Object: Ticket 
This object is created by the method NewTicket. With this object you can change 

properties of the new ticket. It is not identical to the object ActiveTicket! The object 

ActiveTicket maniplualtes the current ticket in a Workflow  

6.32.1 Property: Address 
Returns the Address object of this ticket. 

6.32.2 Property: Fields 
The property Fields returns the enumeration object for the fields of the new ticket. 
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Attention: You cannot change address fields with this field enumeration. 

6.32.3 Property: FollowUpDate 
With the property FollowUp a macro can determine a FollowUp date for the 

current ticket. An agent can still change this date, depending on the processing 

level settings. 

6.32.4 Property: FollowUpPriority 
The property FollowUpPriority allows to determine if a FollowUp should have a 

priority, i.e. the system should make the ticket available at this time. Without 

FollowUp priority, the ticket is simply lined in the list of existing tickets, sorted 

according to due dates. 

6.32.5 Property: FollowUpUser 
The property FollowUpUser allows to determine in a macro that a ticket is 

processed by a certain user in the next processing level. This property overwrites 

the setting for a reaction determining if the same agent should process the ticket. If 

this field is set empty, the ticket is free for all other agents. 

7 Constant values and their meaning 

7.1 Result values for Access properties 
The values listed below are returned by the Access properties. 

Meaning Name Value 

No access agAccessNone 0 

Read only agAccessRead 1 

Read and write agAccessWrite 2 

Read, write and delete agAccessDelete 3 
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7.2 Result values for the type Properties 
The values listed below are returned by the Type property of the object Field. 

Meaning Name Value Value 

Base 

type 

Text agFieldTypeText 1 1 

Email agFieldTypeEmail 2 1 

Telephone number agFieldTypePhone 3 1 

Fax number agFieldTypeFax 4 1 

Country agFieldTypeCountry 5 1 

State agFieldTypeState 6 1 

Postal code/zip code agFieldTypeZipcode 7 1 

City agFieldTypeCity 8 1 

Street agFieldTypeStreet 9 1 

POBox agFieldTypePobox 10 1 

Webaddr agFieldTypeWebaddr 11 1 

Bank name agFieldTypeBankname 12 1 

Bank code agFieldTypeBankcode 13 1 

Bank account agFieldTypeBankaccount 14 1 

Name agFieldTypeName 20 1 

First name agFieldTypeNameFirst 21 1 

Last name agFieldTypeNameLast 22 1 

Title agFieldTypeNameTitle 23 1 

Name salutation agFieldTypeNameSalutation 24 1 

Salutation agFieldTypeSalutation 25 1 
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Meaning Name Value Value 

Base 

type 

Memo text agFieldTypeMemo 30 30 

Integer agFieldTypeInteger 40 40 

Duration (Seconds) agFieldTypeDuration 41 40 

Fließkomma Wert agFieldTypeNumeric 50 50 

Currency agFieldTypeCurrency 51 50 

ID agFieldTypeID 60 60 

ID – user agFieldTypeIDUser 61 60 

ID – project agFieldTypeIDProject 62 60 

ID – state (level) agFieldTypeIDState 63 60 

Date / time agFieldTypeDateTime 70 70 

Date agFieldTypeDate 71 70 

Time agFieldTypeTime 72 70 

Logical value agFieldTypeLogical 90 90 

Property  agFieldTypePropertyValue 100 100 

Propertieslist agFieldTypePropertySet 110 110 

GUID (Global-

Unique-Identifier) 

agFieldTypeGUID 120 120 

GUID (Global-

Unique-Identifier) 

agFieldTypeGUID 120 120 

7.3 Result values for the type Properties of events 
The values listed below are returned by the Type property of the object Event. 

Meaning Name Value 
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Meaning Name Value 

Phonecall agEventSourcePhonecall 0 

Email agEventSourceEmail 1 

Letter agEventSourceLetter 2 

Fax agEventSourceFax 3 

Personal contact agEventSourcePersonal 4 

Other agEventSourceOther 5 

SMS agEventSourceSMS 6 

7.4 Result values for the Add method of the 
historyEntries object 

The values listed below are returned by the method Add of the object 

HistoryEntries. The value which is returned by the field Type for a history entry is 

also displayed. Not all types can be created. Types which can be created by a 

macro are written in italics in the column “Meaning”. 

Meaning Name Value 

Undefined agHistoryTypeNone 0 

Note agHistoryTypeNote 1 

Incoming phonecall agHistoryTypePhonecallI

n 

2 

Outgoing phonecall agHistoryTypePhonecall

Out 

3 

Incoming email agHistoryTypeEmailIn 4 

Outgoing email agHistoryTypeEmailOut 5 

Incoming letter agHistoryTypeLetterIn 6 

Outgoing letter agHistoryTypeLetterOut 7 
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Meaning Name Value 

Incoming fax agHistoryTypeFaxIn 8 

Outgoing fax agHistoryTypeFaxOut 9 

Internal personal contact agHistoryTypePersonalIn 10 

External personal contact agHistoryTypePersonalO

ut 

11 

Other agHistoryTypeOther 12 

Incoming SMS agHistoryTypeSMSIn 14 

Outgoing SMS agHistoryTypeSMSOut 15 

Entry created by phonecall or 

other communication 

agHistoryTypeComm 100 

Resubmission (ToDo) agHistoryTypeTodo 200 

Planned phonecall agHistoryTypePlannedCa

ll 

300 

Entry created by a Workflow agHistoryTypeWorkflow 400 

7.5 Result values for the State property 
The values listed below are returned by the State property of the object 

ActiveAddress. 

Meaning Name Value 

No address loaded agAddressStateNone 0 

Address in read-only access agAddressStateReadOnly 1 

New address agAddressStateNew 2 

Address in read- and write 

mode 

agAddressStateReadWrite 3 
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8 External access to AG-VIP SQL 
AG-VIP SQL makes a complete VB-Script object module available so you can 

access data within AG-VIP SQL with macros or from an external application. 

In the program directory of AG-VIP SQL you find the folder \Sample\. In this 

folder you will find some examples. 

8.1 Creating an AG-VIP SQL object 
To get access to data within AG-VIP SQL you have to get access to the object AG-

VIP SQL. 

 

Dim Application 

Set Application = CreateObject("AGVIP.SQL.Application") 

Dim ActiveAddressSet 

Set ActiveAddressSet = Application.ActiveAddressSet  

Dim ActiveAddress 

Set ActiveAddress = Application.ActiveAddress 

 

' For this example an address table must be opened 

' and an address record be loaded ! 

If ActiveAddressSet Is Nothing Or _ 

 ActiveAddress Is Nothing Then  

 MsgBox "An address table must be already opended!" 

ElseIf Not ActiveAddress.Loaded Then 

 MsgBox "You must choose an address record!" 

Else 

 ' Now samples are started 

 Samples 

End If 

 

With the command CreateObject("AGVIP.SQL.Application") an 

object AG-VIP SQL is created with which you get access to the functions of AG-

VIP SQL with your external macro. 

If AG-VIP SQL is not started yet, it is started then. 
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To get access to the records currently existing in AG-VIP SQL, the current address 

set is accessed first. The syntax is shortened by a constant definition (at the 

beginning of the macro): 

Dim ActiveAddressSet 

Set ActiveAddressSet = Application.ActiveAddressSet 

With this you get access to the currently loaded record in AG-VIP SQL. 

Dim ActiveAddress 

Set ActiveAddress = Application.ActiveAddress 

You are warned if no address is loaded or if the address set has not been opened: 

If ActiveAddressSet Is Nothing Or _ 

 ActiveAddress Is Nothing Then  

 MsgBox "An address table must be already opend" 

ElseIf Not ActiveAddress.Loaded Then 

 MsgBox "You have to choosen an address record!" 

Else 

 ' Now sample macro is startet 

 Sample macro … 

End If 

 

9 Examples for macros 
In all following examples it is assumpted that an address set is opened and an 

address has been selected. 

9.1 Access to fields 

9.1.1 Loop through all fields 
' In this example, all fields are run through  

' and only those fields are displayed that start  

' with the letter "N". Additionally, the  

' language-related name is determinded.  

' Note that the number of fields is big 

' and that it takes some time to run through all fields. 

 Dim oField, text 
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 For Each oField In ActiveAddress.Fields 

  If Mid(oField.Name,1,1) = "N" Then 

   text = text + vbCrLf + _ 

    oField.Name + vbTab + _ 

    oField.NameLocale 

  End If 

 Next  

  

 MsgBox "Of all fields " + _ 

  CStr(ActiveAddress.Fields.Count) + _ 

  " these field names start with " + _ 

  " the letter N:" + text 

9.1.2 Changing a field 
' In this example, the content of the field  

' Name1 is saved, the text is replaced and  

' the field is set back to the old value 

 Dim sOldText 

 sOldText = ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") 

 ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") = "New content"  

  

 ' Show 

 MsgBox "Field Name1 is not set to:" + _ 

  vbCrLf + ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") 

  

 ' Old value again 

 ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") = sOldText 

  

 ' Show 

 MsgBox "Field Name1 now has the old value:" + _ 

  vbCrLf + ActiveAddress.Fields("Name1") 

9.2 Access to property fields 
For the following examples the active address set must have a field State_Sale of 

the type Properties. Additionally the property va must be created. 

If a property code is not created and is used, a runtime error occurs. 
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9.2.1.1 Determining the property description 
' Load property und show value and description 

 Dim oPropVal 

 ' In contrast to normal fields, properties lists  

 ' and properties always return an object. 

 Set oPropVal = _ 

  ActiveAddress.Fields("State_Sale").Value 

 

 ' Show 

 MsgBox "Actual property is:" + vbCrLf + _ 

  oPropVal.Name + vbTab + _ 

  oPropVal.Description 

9.2.1.2 Changing properties 
' Property value is set to „va“ and after 

' this removed again. 

' this is the same procedure as for other fields 

 ActiveAddress.Fields("State_Sale") = "va" 

  

 ' Remove property value 

 ActiveAddress.Fields("State_Sale") = "" 

9.3 Access to properties lists 
' For this example a field of type property list is 

‘ needed in actual address table 

' Property value „int“ = „Interessted“ must be defined 

9.3.1 Determining the property description 1 
' Load all properties. For this, all properties  

' from the properties list are returned 

' by an array and displayed immediately. 

 

 Dim oPropList  

 ' In contrast to normal fields, properties lists  

 ' and properties always return an object. 
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 Set oPropList = _ 

  ActiveAddress.Fields("Kennzeichen").Value 

 

 ' load array 

 Dim aPropList 

 aPropList = oPropList.Value  

  

 ' run through array 

 Dim prop, text 

 For Each prop In aPropList 

  text = text + prop + vbCrLf 

 Next 

  

 ' Display 

 MsgBox "All set properties:" + vbCrLf + text 

9.3.2 Determining the property description 2 
' Load all properties. For this, all properties 

' from the properties list are run through directly,  

' i.e. a list of objects is run through and  

' during this the properties’ texts are loaded. 

 

 

 Dim oPropList  

 ' In contrast to normal fields, properties lists  

 ' and properties always return an object. 

 

 Set oPropList = _ 

  ActiveAddress.Fields("Kennzeichen").Value 

   

 ' Run through all properties, oProp is now 

 ' of the type PropertyValue 

 Dim oProp, text 

 For Each oProp In oPropList 

  text = text + oProp.Name + vbTab + _ 

   oProp.Description + vbCrLf 
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 Next 

  

 ' Display 

 MsgBox "All set properties:" + vbCrLf + text 

9.3.3 Setting and deleting properties 
' The property „Int“ is added and 

' then removed again. 

' It must be observed that the functions Add and 

' Remove return true and false to show 

' that the property has been added 

' or removed. 

 Dim oPropList  

 Set oPropList = _ 

  ActiveAddress.Fields("Kennzeichen").Value  

 oPropList.Add("Int") 

  

 ' The same can be written in just one line  

 ' it must only be noted that all lists of properties  

 ' can reduce the speed. 

 ' The property cannot be added again 

 ' Add is returned as False. 

 If Not ActiveAddress.Fields("Kennzeichen"). _ 

   Value.Add("Int") Then 

  MsgBox "The property Int is " + _ 

   "already set!" 

 End If 

  

 ' Remove property again 

 oPropList.Remove("Int") 

 

 ' The property is removed and   

 ' cannot be removed again.  

 If Not ActiveAddress.Fields("Kennzeichen"). _ 

   Value.Remove("Int") Then 

  MsgBox "The property Int is " + _ 

   "already removed!" 
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 End If 

9.4 Guards – Malfunction protection 

Purpose: 

In forms, macros can e.g. only be executed in a certain context via “guards”, e.g. 

only when the form is used in the Workflow: 

Example: 

If Context.WorkflowMode Then 

' This code is only  

' executed in the Workflow 

 ... 

End If 

 

9.5 Automatic reaction:  

Purpose: 

For an automatic reaction you simply use the property ActiveTicket.Transition = 

[name of reaction] 

 

Attention! 

Frequent error: You choose the name of the reaction from the 

processing level in the project management as a parameter and NOT 

the transition targets! 

Where to use: 

Somewhere in the script when the reaction is clear (or best collected at the end of 

the script). Ideal in the processing level previous to a reaction (PreReaction). Not 

ideal, but also possible: OnSave on form level for saving. 

Example: Check contact date 

In a complex project, there are several telephone levels. All addresses with invalid 
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numbers are transferred to the processing level “Check contact data”. 

For the user, there are only two reactions in the level “Check contact data”: 

1. OK, contact data validated. 

2. No, new contact information. 

 

All other reactions are hidden for the user (Property Hide reaction) and have the 

name of the processing level from which addresses can be transferred to the level 

“Check contact data”. 

For the reaction “OK, contact information validated” there is a macro previous to 

the reaction causing a reclassification. 

Kommentar [D1]: So geschrieben heißt das: 

Nein, neue Kontaktinformationen, sollte das 
nicht eher "Keine neuen 

Kontaktinformationen" heißen? Wenn ja, bitte 

im Text und in der Software ohne Komma! 

Kommentar [D2]: bitte in der Software 
ändern: information ohne s und validated mit d 

am Ende! 
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' If an address has been directly transferred to  

' the processing level CHECK CONTACT DATA, 

' we leave the transition target like that otherwise 

' we choose a reaction with identical name 

' in the previous processing level. 

' IMPORTANT: 

' The reactions must have the same name as  

' the level to which the addresses are transferred 

' after the validation. 

 

If ActiveAddress.Fields("IdStateLast") <> "" Then 

ActiveTicket.Transition = _ 

ActiveAddress.Fields("IdStateLast") 

Kommentar [D3]: Im Header steht 
"Check" (weiter unten validate" deswegen 

habe ich hier auch Check genommen, ggf 
ändernAuf dem Reiter steht "Check" 

weiter utnen dann 2validate" 
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End If 

9.6 Setting a FollowUp with a macro 

Purpose: 

Normally you do not need any macros outside the reactions to set FollowUps. 

However, you can set all parameters of a reaction or a FollowUp with macros.  

This can only be used in the optional Workflow! 

• ActiveTicket.FollowUpDate 

=> Sets the FollowUp date 

• ActiveTicket.FollowUpPriority 

=> Defines the FollowUp priority 

• ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser 

=> Determines the user who processes the ticket 

• Possible: 

– ActiveTicket.Note 

=> Text for the history entry 

– ActiveTicket.SuppressFinalDialog 

=> Suppressing the final comment dialog 

Example: 

' We set the FollowUp time to a  

 constant value. 

Option Explicit 

 

Dim FollowUpTime  

FollowUpTime = DateAdd("d", 7, Date()) & " " & 

18:00:00" 

FollowUpTime = CDate(FollowUpTime) 

 

ActiveTicket.FollowUpDate = FollowUpTime 

ActiveTicket.FollowUpUser =“Markus“ 

ActiveTicket.Note = “Weitere Bearbeitung später“ 

Kommentar [D4]: im Original steht ein 
„ (anderes zeichen als '), hab das berichtigt, 

hoffe es war richtig 
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ActiveTicket.SuppressFinalDialog = true 

9.7 Nächste Nummer eines Zählers ermitteln 
Purpose: 

In a script, it can be favourable to determine the next number of a counter. The 

counter must be in the menu File, Administration, Counter.  

In the example it is the first counter with the name “Customer number” 

' 
Example for the Usage of the object GlobalCounter 

MsgBox "The new customer number is: " _ 

&Application.GlobalCounter(1) & CHR(13) & _ 

"This means the next customer number is: " & _  

Application.GlobalCounter("Customer number"), 0, _  

"Example: Usage of the global counter" 

9.8 Access to user tables 
 

' For the next example the active address table 

'  

Option Explicit 

 

' These first lines are only necessary if a VBS script 

is written which is not 

' working as a tool. In tools the variables Application 

' ActiveAddressSet and ActiveAddress are already 

allocated. 

 

Dim Application 

Set Application = CreateObject("AGVIP.SQL.Application") 

Dim ActiveAddressSet 

Set ActiveAddressSet = Application.ActiveAddressSet  

Dim ActiveAddress 

Set ActiveAddress = Application.ActiveAddress 

 

Kommentar [D5]: Satz hört im Orginal so 
auf, fehlt da was? vielleicht "geladen 

sein"? must be loaded oder muss 

ausgwaählt werden: must be chosen 
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' For the following examples an address set 

' has to be chosen 

' and an address must be loaded. 

If ActiveAddressSet Is Nothing Or ActiveAddress Is _ 

Nothing Then  

 MsgBox "Es muss eine Adressentabelle geöffnet sein!" 

ElseIf Not ActiveAddress.Loaded Then 

 MsgBox "Es muss eine Adresse ausgewählt werden!" 

Else 

 ' Now the examples are started 

 Samples 

End If 

  

' This is the end of the main program  

Sub Samples 

 Sample1 

 Sample2 

 Sample3 

End Sub  

 

Sub Sample1 

' Show all relations with all data sets 

 ' ActiveAddress.Fields("Id") = 0 

 ' MsgBox CStr(ActiveAddress.Relations.Count) 

 Dim oRelation, text 

 For Each oRelation In ActiveAddress.Relations 

  text = oRelation.Name + ":" + vbCrLf 

  Dim oEntry 

  For Each oEntry In oRelation 

   Dim oField 

   For Each oField In oEntry.Fields 

    text = text + CStr(oField.Value) + 

" " 

    ' if 

oField<>oEntry.Fields(oField.Name) Then MsgBox 

oField.Name 

   Next 

   text = text + vbCrLf 
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   ' oEntry.Fields("Id") = 0 

  Next   

 Next 

 MsgBox text 

End Sub  

 

Sub Sample2 

 Dim oRelation, oEntry 

 Set oRelation = ActiveAddress.Relations("Produkte") 

 Set oEntry = oRelation.Add 

 oEntry.Fields("Artikel") = "Vip" 

 oEntry.Fields("Seriennummer") = "4711/0815" 

 oEntry.Fields("Updatedatum") = "03.04.2005" 

 MsgBox "Test Sample2 End" 

 oRelation.Remove(oEntry) 

End Sub  

 

Sub Sample3 

 Dim oRelation 

 Set oRelation = ActiveAddress.Relations("Produkte") 

 Dim i 

 For i=0 To oRelation.Count-1 

  Dim oEntry 

  Set oEntry = oRelation(i) 

  oEntry.Fields("Seriennummer") = "4712/0815" 

 Next 

 MsgBox "Test Sample3 End" 

End Sub 

 

When executed, the VBScript macro causes 

1. Getting all entries from the additional relation: 
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2.  

3.  

as the wanted value is not existing in the data set. 

 

10 VBScript: Quick reference 
Here you find a selection of important functions in VBScript: 

(Q: http://www.w3scholls.com/vbscript/ ) 

More links: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms950396.aspx 

10.1 Date/Time Functions 

Function Description 

CDate Converts a valid date and time expression to the variant of 

subtype Date 

Date Returns the current system date 

DateAdd Returns a date to which a specified time interval has been 

added 

DateDiff Returns the number of intervals between two dates 

DatePart Returns the specified part of a given date 

DateSerial Returns the date for a specified year, month, and day 

DateValue Returns a date 

Day Returns a number that represents the day of the month 

(between 1 and 31, inclusive) 

FormatDateTime Returns an expression formatted as a date or time 

http://www.w3scholls.com/vbscript/
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms950396.aspx
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_cdate.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_date.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_dateadd.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_datediff.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_datepart.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_dateserial.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_datevalue.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_day.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_formatdatetime.asp
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Hour Returns a number that represents the hour of the day 

(between 0 and 23, inclusive) 

IsDate Returns a Boolean value that indicates if the evaluated 

expression can be converted to a date 

Minute Returns a number that represents the minute of the hour 

(between 0 and 59, inclusive) 

Month Returns a number that represents the month of the year 

(between 1 and 12, inclusive) 

MonthName Returns the name of a specified month 

Now Returns the current system date and time 

Second Returns a number that represents the second of the minute 

(between 0 and 59, inclusive) 

Time Returns the current system time 

Timer Returns the number of seconds since 12:00 AM 

TimeSerial Returns the time for a specific hour, minute, and second 

TimeValue Returns a time 

Weekday Returns a number that represents the day of the week 

(between 1 and 7, inclusive) 

WeekdayName Returns the weekday name of a specified day of the week 

Year Returns a number that represents the year 

10.2 Conversion Functions 

Function Description 

Asc Converts the first letter in a string to ANSI code 

CBool Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Boolean 

CByte Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Byte 

CCur Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Currency 

CDate Converts a valid date and time expression to the variant of 

subtype Date 

CDbl Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Double 

Chr Converts the specified ANSI code to a character 

CInt Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Integer 

CLng Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Long 

http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_hour.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_isdate.asp
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CSng Converts an expression to a variant of subtype Single 

CStr Converts an expression to a variant of subtype String 

Hex Returns the hexadecimal value of a specified number 

Oct Returns the octal value of a specified number 

10.3 Format Functions 

Function Description 

FormatCurrency Returns an expression formatted as a currency value 

FormatDateTime Returns an expression formatted as a date or time 

FormatNumber Returns an expression formatted as a number 

FormatPercent Returns an expression formatted as a percentage 

 

10.4 Math Functions 

Function Description 

Abs Returns the absolute value of a specified number 

Atn Returns the arctangent of a specified number 

Cos Returns the cosine of a specified number (angle) 

Exp Returns e raised to a power 

Hex Returns the hexadecimal value of a specified number 

Int Returns the integer part of a specified number 

Fix Returns the integer part of a specified number 

Log Returns the natural logarithm of a specified number 

Oct Returns the octal value of a specified number 

Rnd Returns a random number less than 1 but greater or equal 

to 0 

Sgn Returns an integer that indicates the sign of a specified 

number 

Sin Returns the sine of a specified number (angle) 

Sqr Returns the square root of a specified number 

Tan Returns the tangent of a specified number (angle) 
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10.5 Array Functions
Function Description 

Array Returns a variant containing an array 

Filter Returns a zero-based array that contains a subset of a 

string array based on a filter criteria 

IsArray Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a specified 

variable is an array 

Join Returns a string that consists of a number of substrings in 

an array 

LBound Returns the smallest subscript for the indicated dimension 

of an array 

Split Returns a zero-based, one-dimensional array that contains 

a specified number of substrings 

UBound Returns the largest subscript for the indicated dimension of 

an array 

 

10.6 String Functions
Function Description 

InStr Returns the position of the first occurrence of one string 

within another. The search begins at the first character of 

the string 

InStrRev Returns the position of the first occurrence of one string 

within another. The search begins at the last character of 

the string 

LCase Converts a specified string to lowercase 

Left Returns a specified number of characters from the left side 

of a string 

Len Returns the number of characters in a string 

LTrim Removes spaces on the left side of a string 

RTrim Removes spaces on the right side of a string 

Trim Removes spaces on both the left and the right side of a 

string 

Mid Returns a specified number of characters from a string 

http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_array.asp
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Replace Replaces a specified part of a string with another string a 

specified number of times 

Right Returns a specified number of characters from the right 

side of a string 

Space Returns a string that consists of a specified number of 

spaces 

StrComp Compares two strings and returns a value that represents 

the result of the comparison 

String Returns a string that contains a repeating character of a 

specified length 

StrReverse Reverses a string 

UCase Converts a specified string to uppercase 

10.7 Other Functions
Function Description 

CreateObject Creates an object of a specified type 

Eval Evaluates an expression and returns the result 

GetLocale Returns the current locale ID 

GetObject Returns a reference to an automation object from a file 

GetRef Allows yyou to connect a VBScript procedure to a 

DHTML event on your pages 

InputBox Displays a dialog box, where the user can write some input 

and/or click on a button, and returns the contents 

IsEmpty Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a specified 

variable has been initialized or not 

IsNull Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a specified 

expression contains no valid data (Null) 

IsNumeric Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether a specified 

expression can be evaluated as a number 

IsObject Returns a Boolean value that indicates whether the 

specified expression is an automation object 

LoadPicture Returns a picture object. Available only on 32-bit 

platforms 

MsgBox Displays a message box, waits for the user to click a 

http://www.w3schools.com/vbscript/func_replace.asp
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button, and returns a value that indicates which button the 

user clicked 

RGB Returns a number that represents an RGB color value 

Round Rounds a number 

ScriptEngine Returns the scripting language in use 

ScriptEngineBuildVersion Returns the build version number of the scripting engine in 

use 

ScriptEngineMajorVersion Returns the major version number of the scripting engine 

in use 

ScriptEngineMinorVersion Returns the minor version number of the scripting engine 

in use 

SetLocale Sets the locale ID and returns the previous locale ID 

TypeName Returns the subtype of a specified variable 

VarType Returns a value that indicates the subtype of a specified 

variable 
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